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LIGHTING FOR FORENSIC PHOTOGRAPHY

Lighting is critical for comprehensive, efficient, and safe crime scene and accident 
investigation. The lab cannot process any evidence that it doesn’t receive. Lighting is an 
essential tool that gives investigators the greatest ability to examine a night scene 
thoroughly and recover all the evidence. From the scene lights that illuminate the initial scene 
to the Alternate Light Sources that identify the most elusive evidence, investigators depend 
on lighting to examine and process most crime scenes. 

It’s also very important for the investigator to understand why different lights are used for 
different applications as well as understand the techniques to make each light perform at its 
best for the scene at hand. 
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THE NEED FOR LIGHTING
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DARK SCENES

The unfortunate reality is that many crime and accident scenes happen in dark areas or 
occur at night. Most violent crimes occur between 8pm and 2am. Additionally, many daytime 
crime scenes can easily extend into the night as they take hours to process.. This makes it 
necessary to add lighting to illuminate a scene for investigation and photography. An 
investigator can’t photograph or collect what they can’t see.

Below, you can see the difference between a nighttime crime scene lit only by vehicle 
headlights versus vehicle headlights plus supplementary scene lights.

Crime scene with ambient light and headlights from 
nearby vehicles

Crime scene lit by scene lights around the perimeter
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FILL TO REDUCE CONTRAST

If photographing in bright daylight or in high contrast scenarios with shadowed areas, the 
camera sensor has a limited dynamic range to capture detail in both the bright highlights and 
dark shadows. It is often necessary to use supplemental lighting to illuminate objects in the 
shadows and create a lower contrast scene that the camera’s dynamic range can capture.

High contrast with no fill lighting High contrast with fill lighting
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ASSIST CAMERAS TO ACHIEVE NOISE-FREE IMAGE

In a dark scene, if no lighting is used, the photographer must shoot at higher ISO or use 
longer shutter speed to achieve a proper exposure. If a higher ISO is used, signal noise will 
increase, resulting in an image that has less dynamic range, resolution, and color detail (like 
the image below). 

ISO 25600 200%

If the photographer chooses to use a low ISO and shoot with a longer shutter speed, each 
photograph will take longer and there is a greater chance of the camera getting moved or 
somebody disrupting the scene. 
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SAFETY

A dark crime or accident scene poses a greater possibility for accidents with trip hazards, 
low hanging objects, uneven terrain, etc. If an investigator gets injured during an 
investigation, it can delay the investigation and require more resources to provide medical 
care. Scene lighting reduces the probability of accidents and injury while investigating a 
scene.

SPEED

A crime scene needs to be investigated and processed in a timely, expeditious manner while 
still being thorough and comprehensive. External elements like weather, media, traffic, and 
the public can create complications. Quality lighting that fits the needs of the investigation 
allows investigators to process the scene faster and more efficiently while reducing the 
possibility for disruption or damage to the scene.

REDUCE FATIGUE

Long hours, stress, and other factors can lead to fatigue for investigators. This, in turn, 
can result in mistakes, confusion, frustration, and delays in the investigation. A dark scene 
strains the eyes of the investigators, creating even more fatigue. With proper lighting, 
investigators can work more efficiently and comfortably. 
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REDUCE CHANCE OF DAMAGING OR 
CONTAMINATING A CRIME SCENE

In a dark scene, it is very easy for an investigator to step into an area that may have 
critical evidence merely because it was dark, and they could not see what was there. 
Evidence could even be marked but not visible in the darkness. Scene lighting illuminates the 
scene so costly mistakes can be avoided. 

GENERATOR LIGHTS & CORDS

PROS
• They provide a large spread of 

bright light
• They have a long runtime fueled by 

gas.
• They’re beneficial if they are going 

to set up in a central location and 
don’t need to be moved around the 
scene. 

CONS
• Generators can be noisy
• They require cords to connect the 

light with generator. Cords are 
    potential trip hazards and limit 
    mobility.
• Generators emit exhaust that can be 

disturbing and noxious for 
    investigators and personnel. 
• Generators cannot be used indoors 

or positioned near doors or windows.
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TYPES OF LIGHTING
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CAMERA FLASH

The camera flash has been a 
staple of forensic photography 
kits for many years. It’s small, 
lightweight, and provides a good 
amount of light for mid-range to 
close-up photography. It is only 
on during the exposure or when 
the photographer needs the light. 

With a cable or a wireless 
transceiver, the flash can be 
triggered off the camera in order 
to achieve off-axis lighting (see 
page 24). 
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ON CAMERA CONTINUOUS

Small LED lights can be mounted to the hot/cold shoe of the camera to serve as a direct, 
compact light source for the camera like a flash. As a continuous light, it serves as a visual 
aid to the photographer and camera to see the subject or evidence more easily in a dark 
environment. Continuous lights can be used on or off the camera and don’t need to be 
synced to the camera like a flash does. 
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CONTINUOUS LIGHT VS. FLASH

Both continuous and flash light have their place in forensic photography. Different situations, 
styles, and demands dictate which is needed for a situation. Sometimes both will be used 
together at the same time. 

Flash

Pros
• Flash will stop motion. Shooting handheld, 
you can still achieve a sharp photo.
• Overpower the room light or sun
• Is very portable and can mount to hot 
shoe of camera
• Is integrated with exposure of camera to 
achieve automatic proper exposure (ETTL)

Cons
• May require more complicated exposure 
calculations if used off the camera or not in 
an ETTL mode
• Is not weather resistant, so moisture can 
permanently damage the flash
• Need to view photo afterwards to see if 
flash exposure was correct
• Flash is only controlled with aperture, 
limiting adjustability with small apertures
• Requires additional cables and 
transceivers to operate off the camera

Continuous

Pros
• What You See is What You Get
(WYSIWYG)
• Specific light wavelengths (ALS)
• Easier to paint with light
• Can double as a task and inspection light
• Easier exposure calculation
• Weather resistant

Cons
• Does not freeze motion with slower 
exposures
• Always on and can be blinding to other 
investigators
• Harder to overpower the sun for fill
purposes
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SCENE LIGHTING

Scene lighting is any type of lighting that illuminates a larger area. It allows multiple people to 
work in an illuminated area under the same light or lights. Scene lights are ideal for placing 
around the perimeter of the crime scene to provide overall illumination. They are also 
effective in mobile command centers, walkways, areas of rough terrain, roads, etc. 

High CRI or color-accurate lighting is important if the scene will be photographed or 
recorded.

FoxFury Nomad® T56 scene lighting 
used at a larger scene

FoxFury Nomad® T56 scene lighting 
used to create a perimeter at a scene
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HIGH CRI LIGHTING

A color rendering index (CRI) is a quantitative measure of the ability of a light source to 
reveal the colors of various objects faithfully in comparison with an ideal or natural light 
source.

Camera sensors are more sensitive to color and luminance than the human eye. The camera 
sensor will show inadequacies in light CRI that our eyes don’t see. 

Standard LED Light High CRI LED Light
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TASK LIGHTING

Task lights are small, compact, or personal lights that are handheld or attached to the body. 
They are ideal for investigation, searching the crime scene, or searching through bags or 
cases. 

Headlamps are a type of task lighting that are worn on the head or helmet and provide 
hands-free lighting.

Task lighting with FoxFury Nomad® NOW
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FLUORESCENCE

Alternate Light Sources (ALS) emit a specific wavelength of light, typically between 200 and 
700nm. These wavelengths, used in conjunction with barrier filters, allow substances to be 
seen that cannot be seen by the naked eye. The ALS emits an excitation wavelength. The 
molecules in a substance absorb the energy of the wavelength, get excited, and reflect a 
slightly longer emission wavelength. This is fluorescence. 

A barrier filter blocks 
transmission of light below a 
certain wavelength. When the 
reflected fluorescence of light 
hits the barrier filter, only the 
longer wavelength is 
transmitted through to the 
eye or camera. The proper 
combination of ALS 
wavelength and barrier filter 
can result in a strong contrast 
between a given substance 
and the surrounding 
substrate.

Most ALS used today are 
LEDs. 
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ALTERNATE LIGHT SOURCE (ALS) AND BARRIER 
FILTRATION TO SEE ELEMENTS THAT ARE 
INVISIBLE TO THE NAKED EYE

Certain types of evidence like biological fluids and different substances are invisible to the 
naked light under normal white light. Using ALS with different barrier filters can cause the 
evidence to fluoresce and become visible. Different combinations of ALS and filtration allow 
different types evidence to be more easily seen. 

Semen on light carpet with no ALS 
or barrier filtration

Semen on light carpet, 450nm blue 
light with orange barrier filter
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UV AND IR TO ENHANCE BRUISING, BITES, & INK

UV and IR are narrow wavelength light sources above and below the visible light range. UV 
ranges from 10 - 400nm, and IR ranges from 700nm to 1mm. UV and IR can be used to 
identify bruising and biting on or under the skin. 

A victim may have been subjected to physical abuse such as beating, biting, or sexual abuse. 
Often, evidence of this abuse is not visible to the naked eye after a period of time or the 
victim may not want to admit to being abused. The use of UV and IR lights can highlight 
bruising and bitemarks on the skin even long after the initial visible bruises have disappeared 
from healing.

For safety reasons, it is best to use UV (300 - 400nm) when working on skin or live patients.

Bruising with fluorescent light Bruising with 395nm UV light

UV and IR lights are also beneficial for viewing counterfeit documents and currency as well 
as forged documents using different pens and inks.  
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LED VS. LASER

LED (light emitting diode)

• Compact
• Runs cool
• Can be designed to emit specific 
wavelengths
• Safe for operator
• Longer run time
• Less expensive

*Product pictured is FoxFury HammerHead

Laser

• Provides more focused energy on subject 
for better fluorescence
• Requires extra caution for operator (eyes 
and skin)
• Requires special goggles for eye safety
• More expensive

*Product pictured is FoxFury HammerHead

Two of the more common light sources used in forensic investigation are LED and lasers. 
Technological advances have brought down the cost of these ALS light sources and made 
them more readily available to departments.
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Notice how in both photos, the floor and clothing are similar brightness. The LED image has 
good fluorescence, showing adequate contrast of the semen on cotton. The laser image 
shows a much more intense fluorescence with greater contrast of the semen. 

LED VS. LASER

Semen on cotton underwear 
with LED light

Semen on cotton underwear 
with a laser
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LIGHTING TECHNIQUES FOR FORENSIC PHOTOGRAPHY
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REDUCE CONTRAST

This example shows the difference of contrast on a bright sunny day and an overcast day. On 
the sunny, high contrast photo, the evidence under the table is in the shadows. Details of the 
evidence can’t be seen. The overcast, low contrast photo has more detail in both the highlight 
areas as well as the shadow areas.

High contrast Low contrast

Even in a high contrast scenario, the photographer can reduce the amount of shadow by 
introducing fill light to the shadow areas (see page 6). This allows the camera to capture detail 
in both the highlights and shadows. 
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OBLIQUE VS. 45° VS. ON-AXIS LIGHTING

On axis

Light is in line with the camera or is pointing 
straight down on the subject. This method 
provides a very even, shadowless illumination on 
the subject. This is less effective when trying to 
see texture on a surface such as fingerprints. 
On-axis lighting increases the possibility of glare 
reflecting into the camera. 

Off axis

Light is moved off the camera and off axis from 
the lens. This method provides a fairly even beam 
of light on the subject but has enough angle to 
introduce a little shadow definition to the subject. It 
also reduces the amount of glare on a surface.

Oblique

Footprints, fingerprints, trace evidence, and other 
micro evidence are often nearly invisible on 
textured or patterned surfaces. Oblique lighting is 
positioning a light source very near the 
surface where the evidence is located and 
skimming light across the surface. Like how the 
sun makes long shadows late in the afternoon 
towards sunset, oblique lighting enhances the 
texture of evidence by creating shadows and 
making the evidence more visible.

Oblique

Off axis

On axis
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LIGHT PAINTING

Light painting is the act of illuminating a large area or multiple areas within a photograph. With a 
long exposure, the light source can be moved and repositioned around an area, providing a 
larger area of illumination.

Photo with ambient light Photo with light painting effect
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Another benefit of light painting is that it illuminates the subject from different angles, which 
can bring out florescence that may have been missed from a single angle.

Continuous lights provide some benefits over flash. 

• The photographer can precisely see the subject and the area that they are lighting during the 
light painting - WYSIWYG.

• The photographer can actively be inspecting a scene with continuous light during 
photography. It gives the investigation team another opportunity to see something that might 
have been missed during the initial investigation.

• The exposure calculations for using continuous light are less complex than those for flash. 
This is helpful to provide the right amount of light for proper exposures for a fatigued 
investigator who has been working long hours. 

LIGHT PAINTING
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DISTANCE FROM SUBJECT

The closer a light source is positioned towards a subject, the more intense the light will be on 
the subject. This can make it easier to see evidence but can also create a tightly 
concentrated hotspot of light. A hotspot is defined as a very bright inner diameter of light 
with a severe falloff of light immediately outward.

This introduces two problems:

1. A close light source makes a small island of light that leaves all other areas dark. This 
requires more thorough searching in a large area with a greater chance of missing other 
evidence in the area.

2. If one area is very bright, everything else is dark, the photographer or inspector can 
experience eye fatigue. Subtle evidence may be missed because the eye is fighting to 
balance out the very light hotspot and the dark area around it.
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Sometimes, it’s useful to pull the light source back away from the area or evidence to 
illuminate a larger area with a more even spread of light. This allows the eyes to relax and 
see more subtle elements that may have not been visible by blasting an area with a lot of 
light up close. Compare the images below at 3 ft (1 m) on the left vs. 7 ft (2.5 m) on the 
right.

DISTANCE FROM SUBJECT

18° hotspot at 3 ft (1 m) 18° hotspot at 7 ft (2.13 m)
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CONCLUSION

With many scenes occurring at night or in dark areas, correct lighting is essential to a safe, 
comprehensive, and expeditious investigation. The lab, as sophisticated as it may be, can 
only process what is brought to it. If investigators don’t find the evidence in the field, they 
can’t get it to the lab. New technologies are providing better tools for the field 
investigator to process a crime or accident scene more thoroughly and bring back key 
evidence to the lab for further processing. 

Even with advances in technologies, the investigator’s strongest tool is understanding what 
tools are best for each job and how to correctly use those lighting tools to achieve the best 
results.  
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Not for Publication
The use of this guide is for educational purposes. You may not publish any portion of 
this presentation without written consent of FoxFury Lighting Solutions. For questions 

or comments, contact FoxFury Lighting Solutions at marketing@foxfury.com.

WARNING!
Forensic and Alternate Light Sources emit high-intensity ultraviolet, visible, and infrared light. 
Exposure to these types of radiation, even reflected or diffused, can result in serious, and 

sometimes irreversible, eye and skin injuries. Never aim the light at anyone. Never look directly into 
the light or the optical ports of an instrument. Always wear appropriate eye and skin protection 

when using ANY Forensic or Alternate Light Source.
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PREVIEW OF PHASE 5
BIOLOGICAL FLUIDS
SEMEN ON LIGHT COTTON

Phase 5 focuses on methods of photographing semen on light cotton. It compares 
photographs of evidence with various alternate light sources and barrier filters. 
Following phases will look at semen on other surfaces, and then we will move onto 
different biological fluids and trace evidence. 


